SAFE CUSTODY
not true to scale, and when they had twice misled us,
we put them up.
Here I should say that throughout this part of the
castle the walls and floors were of stone and most of
the rooms were furnished much as we judged they
had been furnished some hundreds of years before:
indeed, I afterwards learned that it had been our
great-uncle's pleasure so far as he could to recapture
their venerable style. This, though we did not then
know it, he had done with considerable skill, and the
place in fact was rarer than any museum, because
the collection he had made was housed in the very
setting to which it truly belonged. • Nearly always,
however, the walls were bare. Two or three rooms
were panelled, and one was hung with black arras-
from ceiling to floor: but in most of the others lay
rolls of tapestry or hangings which I can only suppose
that our great-uncle would not set up until he had
found out the secret he suspected some wall might
conceal.
It was, indeed, the nakedness of the walls that first
made us think of sounding them with a club, and
Stiven was sent for a maul and a pair of steps; but
though we sounded those which were hung with the
arras foot by foot, it was an unprofitable exercise
because we could not interpret the sounds we drew.
We, therefore, fell back on our -measuring-tape and
mles, taking the length of a passage and comparing
with this the lengths of the rooms it served, for so
we were bound to discover whether some wall or other
was over-thick and so might be concealing a secret
stair. Since the place was so rambling, our progress
•was very slow, but at least our conclusions were
certain, for measurement cannot lie.
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